FUN delivery: Frickin' Cricket Hidden Annoying Chirping Joke Gag
Prank Sound Review-2021

IMPROVED design (28 Oct 2019) with higher quality, adhesive back and stronger batteries
REALISTIC: 3 different cricket sounds
SINISTER: Sound plays at irregular intervals, about 2-15 minutes apart so it is hard to locate
BATTERIES: Included batteries will last for 3-4 days
OTHER SOUNDS FROM FUN DELIVERY: Meow Hear This (cat), Bleepin' Battery (smoke
detector), Yeww Farted (farts), Annoise (record your own)FRICKIN' CRICKET: HIDDEN ANNOYING
INSECT CHIRPING PRANK SOUND
Frickin' Cricket is suitable to prank friends, neighbors, co-workers or partners, especially those who
are creeped out or really annoyed by insects. Just activate the device and let your friend find it. Or
move it around from time to time to really aggravate your co-worker. Or have it nearby and pretend
you don't hear it. What will YOU do? Upload your shenanigans and tag @FUNdeliveryUS.
IMPROVED design with higher quality, adhesive back, and stronger batteries
Frickin' Cricket ranks high on the scale of easy, zero damage, memorable pranks. It emits cricket
chirps every 2 to 15 minutes. There are three different chirps so it is realistic. The best things are its
small size, which makes it hard to find, and the relatively long periods between chirps, which makes
it difficult to track down where it is coming from.
Tips for success: Flip the black switch to the on position, then press the big white face that says
FUN.delivery. You will hear a chirp to indicate the device is on. (If you don't, let us know immediately
for some replacement batteries.) The batteries will last for about 2-3 days if left on. You can always
replace them if you need more time. Turn the black switch to off to save battery life. Contains one
device, 8.3 x 4.2 x 0.9 cm and includes three 1.5V batteries (AG13) Made in China
Yeww Farted
Meow Hear This
Frickin' Cricket
Bleepin' Battery
Annoise
Sound Played
3 different fart sounds
2 different meows
3 different cricket chirps
Low battery beeps
Up to 10 seconds of your choice
Interval Between Sounds
Every 3 minutes
Every 15 or so minutes
Every 2-15 minutes
Every 10 minutes
Every 10 minutes
Best Target Prankee
Those who WOULD NEVER
Those who aren't big fans of cats
Those who are creeped out by insects
Those you don't share living quarters with
Those you know best
Battery Life if Left On
3-4 days
3-4 days
3-4 days
3-4 days
3-4 days
Device Size
8.3*4.2*0.9 cm
8.3*4.2*0.9 cm

8.3*4.2*0.9 cm
8.3*4.2*0.9 cm
8.3*4.2*0.9 cm
Can you imagine letting a day go by without at least one good belly laugh? Sadly, it happened to me
once, but I vowed to never let it happen again. Even deep in the throes of bad burrito, there is
humor in the bottom of the toilet.
Visit the FUN Delivery Amazon store to see more amusing pranks and games. Review 2021,
feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison,
cheap, cheapest, value for money.

